
 

 

Nurun, analytical mycologist  
similar to Dukun but the runelike symbols on her head glow in neon-green 
and orange (the effect of one of her experiments). “I love to be surprised” - 
combining chemicals into new designs with sometimes surprising features is 
her speciality. Nurun is known for giving out “free samples” at social 
gatherings. She loves to do a job well, deems generating products fitting 
predefined requirements boring and is usually the last to leave the laboratory.  
TRAITS carries samples with surprising effects +2 finishes tasks thoroughly +2  
Pool = 7 dice 

  

 

Professor Dyvyd  
The Murkcap chemical cataloger Dyvyd is a psychotropic spiritualist, looking 
for the godhead in the multiple realities unlock through expanded awareness. 
Dyvyd works in the area of xeno-pharma field of study and is a maven on the 
reactions of other species to the Murkcap spores. He is looking for the door to 
ultimate awareness.  
TRAITS • Psychotropic spiritualist +1 • Xeno-pharma adept +3 • Reality 
Shifting +2 • Spore Cataloger +1  
Pool = 0 dice 
 

  

 

Dukun Zagreus  
 “Any reality is an opinion-we make up our own reality.” 
Dukun is of a race of Murkcaps who are known for their hallucinogenic spores 
and bioluminescence. He made his way from the underground warrens of 
Murkcap society to seek out new adventure and soon realizes attacking the 
consciousness of others around him will be necessary for survival. Calm, but 
darkly spiritual, Dukun uses his knowledge of psychotropic substances to 
create mind altering experiences for interested buyers. Dukun’s curiosity 
about what motivates other’s actions has pushed him to examine them more 
closely, but his efforts to influence reality and become part of the hive has 
given him confidence. During the realization Dukan develops his social skills to 
facilitate his new responsibilities as a Murkcap Ambassador. 
TRAITS • Hallucinogenic spores +2 • Bioluminescence +2 • Attacking the 
consciousness of others around him +1 • Become part of the hive • Social 
skills +2 

 


